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Abstract
State of the art visual relation detection methods have been relying on features ex-
tracted from RGB images including objects’ 2D positions. In this paper, we argue that the
3D positions of objects in space can provide additional valuable information about object
relations. This information helps not only to detect spatial relations, such as standing
behind, but also non-spatial relations, such as holding. Since 3D information of a scene is
not easily accessible, we propose incorporating a pre-trained RGB-to-Depth model within
visual relation detection frameworks. We discuss different feature extraction strategies
from depth maps and show their critical role in relation detection. Our experiments
confirm that the performance of state-of-the-art visual relation detection approaches can
significantly be improved by utilizing depth map information.
1 Introduction
Relational learning is an established research area in machine learning. State-of-the-art
approaches [16] describe relations as triples of the form (subject, predicate, object), such
as (Man, rides, Bike). The triples, which all together form a knowledge graph, are typically
extracted from structured data such as the infoboxes in Wikipedia and other sources.
In the last years, the detection of relations from images, i.e., visual relation detection, has
also gained a lot of interest. The reason is that understanding relations between entities can
play an important role in decision making. For example, detecting whether a man is on a bike
or next to a bike is a crucial issue in autonomous driving. State-of-the-art works in this area
utilize features extracted from RGB images, including their relative 2D positions, and propose
different models to capture their relations. In this paper, we argue that relation detection can
additionally benefit from 3D information. This information can help to distinguish between
many relations such as standing behind, standing in front and even improve detection in
situations where the objects are nearby such as standing next to.
Unfortunately, most available datasets lack this 3D information since acquiring them is
a cumbersome task requiring specialized hardware. As depth maps can provide the objects’
distance from the camera, in this paper, we propose to incorporate a pre-trained RGB-to-Depth
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Figure 1: An image from the VRD Dataset showing several men sitting next to each other
and the corresponding generated depth map. Bright colors indicate a larger distance to the
camera. Knowing the depth of, e.g., the individuals, the house and the car, plays an important
role in detecting relations such as next to and behind.
network within relation detection frameworks. In particular, we exploit existing knowledge
learned about the correspondences between RGB images and depth maps from separate large
corpora of RGB-D pairs, i.e. NYU-Depth-v2 dataset [14].
In the next step, we extract features from the depth maps, which, jointly with the RGB-
features, are the basis for relation detection. Depth maps have already been widely employed
in other tasks, e.g. image classification and segmentation. In these applications, it is common
to simply encode a depth image as a rendered RGB image and extract features using a pre-
trained convolutional neural network, such as VGG [19]. However, this might be sub-optimal,
as these are two modalities with different information. Indeed, in our experimental results in
Section 4.5 we show that only if the feature extraction network had particularly been trained
on depth maps, visual relation detection can be improved.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
1. We are the first to utilize 3D information in visual relation detection. To compensate
for the lack of 3D data, we propose to incorporate a pre-trained RGB-to-Depth model
within relation detection frameworks.
2. We discuss and empirically investigate different strategies to extract features from depth
maps for relation detection.
3. We study the quantitative and qualitative benefits of incorporating depth maps. We
show in our empirical evaluations using the VRD dataset [12], that models using depth
maps can outperform competing methods by a margin of up to 3% points, even those
using information extracted from external language sources.
2 Related Works
Knowledge Graph Learning In Knowledge Graph learning, the aim is typically to find
embeddings or latent representations for entities and predicates, which then can serve to
predict the probability of unseen triples. These methods mostly differ in how they model
relations. In RESCAL [15] each relation is defined as a linear transformation in the embedding
space of entities, producing a triple probability. TransE [3] employs a similar idea but limits
each relation to a translation. In comparison to RESCAL, it has fewer parameters; as a
disadvantage, it cannot model symmetric relations. DistMult [22] considers each relation
as a vector, similar to TransE, but minimizes the trilinear dot product of subject, predicate
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and object vector. DistMult can also be understood as a form of RESCAL, where the
transformation matrix is diagonal. ComplEx [21] extends DistMult to complex-valued vectors
of embeddings. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture [4] extends these methods to
non-linear transformations and has shown to be competitive to the other discussed approaches
on most benchmarks [16, 20].
Visual Relation Detection Visual relation detection received a huge boost by the availabil-
ity of large corpora of annotated images such as the Visual Relation Detection(VRD) [12] and
the Visual Genome [10], containing the visual form of entities, and relations. In VRD [12],
Word2Vec representations of the subject, object, and the predicate were used to train a model
jointly with the corresponding image section describing the predicate. In particular, they
consider the joint bounding box of subject and object as the image representation for the
predicate. Follow-up work achieved improved performance by incorporating a knowledge
graph, constructed from the annotated triples in the training set [1]. In general, the distribution
of the predicate bounding box in these works is much more long-tailed than of objects alone.
Therefore, separating the models for objects and predicates, as employed in VTransE [26]
reduces the complexity of training such a model. VTransE is a generalization of TransE to
visual relation detection in which the last convolutional layer of the image detector, together
with the location of entities and their class labels, is taken as the input vector to the TransE
algorithm. More recently, Yu et al. [24] proposed a teacher-student model to distill external
language knowledge to improve visual relation detection. Neural Motifs [25] and Graph
R-CNN [23] incorporate context within each prediction using LSTMs and graph convolutions
respectively.
DepthMaps While several works have leveraged depth maps to improve object detection [2,
5, 7], to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that depth maps are used in the relation
detection task.
3 Framework
Let ξ = {e1,e2, ...,en} be the set of all entities, including subjects(s) and objects(o), and
P = {p1, p2, ..., pm} the set of all predicates. Each occurring entity ei is represented by an
image Ii, depth map Di and a class label ci. From the RGB images and depth maps, we extract
features denoted by vi and di. In the following, we will describe the depth map generation,
feature extraction and the relation model.
3.1 Depth Map Generation
We incorporate an RGB-to-Depth model within our visual relation detection framework. As
shown in Figure 2, this is a fully convolutional neural network (CNN) that takes an RGB
image as input and generates its predicted depth map. This model can be pre-trained on
any datasets containing pairs of RGB and depth maps. It enables us to work with currently
available visual relation detection datasets without requiring to collect additional data, and
also mitigates the need for specialized hardware in real-world applications.
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Figure 2: We propose utilizing 3D information in visual relation detection by incorporating
an RGB-to-Depth model within relation detection frameworks. On the left side, we see
the RGB image (top) and its transformation into the corresponding depth map (bottom) by
the RGB-to-Depth network. The extracted object bounding boxes from the region proposal
network and their depth maps are fed into separate feature extractors. RGB features (v) and
depth features (d) of each subject entity and object entity together with their location features
(l) and class labels (c) are fed into fully connected relation detection layers to estimate the
predicate. The color opacity of arrows for object are decreased to improve the readability.
3.2 Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction from RGB (vi,ci, li j): Extracting features from RGB images follows
a typical approach of employing a CNN pre-trained and fine-tuned for image classification,
and extracting the object bounding boxes, embeddings from the last convolutional (or fully
connected layer), and the final classification output. In particular, (xi,yi,wi,hi) is the coor-
dinates of the bounding box for ei, vi is the embedding feature vector, and ci is the class
probability distribution.
We define a scale-invariant location feature for each pair of entities ei and e j similarly
to [26] as li j = (tx, ty, tw, th) with: tx = (xi− x j)/w j, ty = (yi− y j)/h j, tw = log(wi/w j), th =
log(hi/h j).
Feature Extraction from Depth Maps (di): Depth maps have been employed in tasks
such as object detection and segmentation [5, 8]. In those works, it is common to simply
render a depth map as an RGB image and extract depth features using a CNN pre-trained
for RGB images. There, it has been argued that the edges in depth maps might yield better
object contours than the edges in cluttered RGB images and that one may combine edges from
both RGB and depth to obtain more information [8]. Therefore, they aimed to get similar,
complementary features from both modalities.
However, this practice of employing a model pre-trained on a particular source modality,
e.g. RGB, and applying it on a different target modality, e.g. depth map, is sub-optimal in
many applications1. Specifically, in relation detection, one of the main reasons to employ
depth maps is utilizing the relative 3D distance of objects to each other. The objects in an
image are often spread over wider regions of the image while the early processing layers in
object detector CNNs, trained with RGB images, are highly specialized in differentiating
1One should also keep in mind that even fine-tuning some layers of a network does not change the very early
convolutional filters.
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pixels in a local neighborhood. Therefore, these networks might lack sufficiently many
non-differentiating filters in the first layer, required in order to carry depth information up to
higher layers. To this end, unlike most of the state-of-the-art works on depth-based image
segmentation or classification, we train a depth map feature extractor model from scratch,
using depth maps and specifically for relation detection. In Section 4 we show that empirical
investigations of this effect support our proposal.
Note that depth map features were extracted from the same bounding boxes as the ones
generated for the RGB-images. To compose the final entity representation, we create a full
feature vector feati for each entity by concatenating vi, di, ci and li j.
3.3 Relation Model
We define a latent representation for the subject es and for the object eo to embed the features
of each entity in a joint space. The subject (and similarly object) embeddings and their
interactions are modeled as follows:
es = f (W [feats]), (1)
where feats = [lso,vs,cs,ds]. The predicate is then modelled as
ep′ = f ′(W ′[es;eo]). (2)
Here, es, eo are embedding vectors for subject and object, and ep′ is a vector of logits for the
predicate. W and W ′ describe linear transformations, f and f ′ are non-linear functions. We
realize the latter as layers in a neural network with ReLU activations.
The predicate prediction model of Equation (2) is a generalization of the model used
by [4] to construct knowledge graphs. In that paper, latent features for the predicates are also
part of the network input, whereas here we use a separate output for each predicate which is
easier to train and has fewer parameters.
To learn the parameters, we consider each relation (s, p,o) with an associated Bernoulli
variable yspo that takes 1 if the triple is observed and 0 otherwise. Given the set of observed
triples T , the loss function is the categorical cross entropy between the one-hot targets and
the distribution obtained by softmax over the network’s output defined as:
L= ∑
(s,p,o)∈T
− log exp(e
T
p f
′(W ′[es;eo]))
∑p′∈P exp(eTp′ f ′(W ′[es;eo]))
(3)
Here, we are following a locally closed world assumption [16].
4 Evaluation
4.1 Architectures
RGB-to-Depth Network: We use the RGB-to-Depth model introduced in [11]. The
model is pre-trained on data from NYU Depth Dataset v2 [14]. Pre-training on the outdoor
images from Make3D dataset [18] instead, did not show promising results. This observation
is not surprising since Make3D images contain mostly outdoor scenes with too few objects.
RGB Feature Extraction: To extract embeddings and class probabilities of RGB images,
we use the VGG-16 architecture [19] pre-trained on ImageNet [17] and fine-tuned to our data.
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DepthMap Feature Extraction: For depth map extraction we use a convolutional neural
network with the architecture proposed in [5]. We trained this model from scratch following
the earlier discussions in Subsection 3.2. In the experimental section (Subsection 4.5), we
show that this leads to much better solutions than using pre-trained convolutional layers. We
trained this network on a pure depth-based, relation detection task using Adam [9], with a
learning rate of 10−4 and batch size of 16 for eight epochs.
Relation Detection Network: Finally, given the features extracted from previous models
with the location features described in Subsection 3.2, we trained our relation detection model.
We concatenated the VGG features, depth features, one-hot encoded labels and location
features in a pairwise fashion for subject and object. We connected each feature pair with a
fully connected hidden layer of 64, 200, 4096 and 20 neurons with the dropout of 0.1, 0.8, 0.8
and 0.1 and a scaling layer initialized with 1.0, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 as in [24], in the same order
as the mentioned features. In the end, we fully connected the concatenated output of these
layers to 4096 neurons with 0.2 dropout before connecting it to 70 neurons for each predicate.
We trained this network by Adam [9], with a learning rate of 10−3. We used a batch size of
16 and six epochs of training. All of the layers were initialized with Xavier weights [6].
4.2 Dataset
We test our approach on the Visual Relation Detection (VRD) [12] dataset. It contains 100
objects categories and 70 predicates. It has 37,993 triples from which 6,672 are unique.
Similar to other works [1, 12, 26], we split the data into 4000 training and 1000 test images,
where 1,877 relationships are in the test set for zero-shot evaluations.
4.3 Metrics
Some relations might not be annotated in the test set while because of the model’s gener-
alization, they might get higher prediction values than the annotated ones. Therefore, we
report R@K where it tells us whether the specific predicate in test set ended up as one of
the top K listed probable predicates [1, 10, 12]. It is important to note the multilabel nature
of predicates and that multiple predicates can describe the relation between an entity pair.
For example, the correct predicate, given entity pair (Man, Horse) could be at the same time
above and riding. Therefore, given each subject and object pair, we do not only consider the
predicate with the highest prediction score but also the ranked prediction scores of all possible
70 predicates as in [24].
4.4 Comparing Methods
We compare our results with earlier approaches of Lu’s-V [12], which takes the joint bounding
boxes of subject and object as the predicate’s image and applies an image classifier on it,
Lu’s-VLK [12] that combines the previous approach with Word2Vec [13] embeddings, and
Baier et al. [1] that constructs a knowledge graph with ComplEx [21] model using class
labels. We also compare with VTransE [26] that takes visual embeddings and refines them
using TransE. For a fair comparison, we implemented a basic version of the last two methods
rather than reporting the results directly. The other reported results are from [24]. We consider
their student network (Yu’s-S) which is trained given images of the VRD, and their full model
(Yu’s-S+T) which uses also external language data from Wikipedia.
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Table 1: Predicate prediction and zero-shot accuracies on VRD test set divided into three sets
of rows. The first set contains results directly reported from the respected works. The results
in the lower two rows of sets are reported from self-implementations. When the depth maps
are utilized together with RGB features (Ours-ci,vi, li j,di), we gain a large improvement. This
improvement is almost as large as Ours-ci to Ours-ci,vi, li j, demonstrating the importance of
depth features in relation detection. One can also see that even using depth maps alone (Ours-
di) gives a surprisingly significant detection accuracy. Additionally, comparing Ours-ci,vi, li j
to VTransE reveals the model’s advantage.
Task Zero-shot Pre. Predicate Pred.
Metric R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50
Lu’s-V [12] 32.34 23.95 37.20 28.36
Lu’s-VLK [12] 50.04 29.77 84.34 70.97
Yu’s-S [24] 74.65 54.20 86.97 74.98
Yu’s-S+T [24] - - 94.65 85.64
ComplEx [1] 74.42 52.78 81.02 62.45
VTransE [26] 83.66 67.15 96.22 90.00
Ours - di 72.80 52.27 86.61 74.17
Ours - li 81.69 62.70 95.39 88.22
Ours - ci,vi, li j 84.94 70.06 96.12 90.34
Ours - ci,vi, li j,di 87.43 72.28 96.54 90.47
To provide an ablation study, we report our relation prediction results in several settings:
(1) When only class labels from images are available (Ours-ci). These results are comparable
to ComplEx. (2) When RGB features are also utilized (Ours-ci,vi, lij). These are comparable
to VTransE and Yu’s-S. (3) When depth maps are also available (Ours-ci,vi, lij,di). To see
the influence of using depth maps, one can compare the last two settings. (4) Ours-di is the
results when using only the depth values and no image or label information.
4.5 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experimental settings. Each experiment is accompanied by a
discussion to analyze the results.
Predicate Prediction Our main goal is to show the relation detection performance with
depth maps. Therefore we do not focus on improving the object detection accuracy and report
predicate prediction results. In this setting, the relation detection performance is isolated from
the object detector’s error by using ground truth bounding boxes of the entities and their class
labels to predict the most likely predicates.
Some triples e.g. (Man, rides, Horse) might appear in both test and training sets (with
a differently appearing man and horse) while some triples in test set might have never been
observed during training at all. To evaluate the ability of our model in generalizing to such
unseen triples, we also report zero-shot predicate prediction where we evaluate the prediction
accuracy of relations that are never seen during the training.
Discussion: The results are shown in Table 1. The upper part of the table demonstrates
the results directly reported from those works while the lower two parts present the results of
our own implementations. We can see that our full model achieves the highest accuracy in
comparison to the others in all settings. It is also interesting to note that when using only depth
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Figure 3: Using depth maps improves the understanding of perspective and increases the
detection rate of relations such as (Tower, taller, Trees) even under noisy conditions such as in
the left image. On the other hand, detecting the relation (Person, stand behind, Person) in the
right image is not improved. One should note that here the athletes have similar depth values,
which is more commonly observed in other relations such as next to. It might be difficult for
the model to learn this case, unless supportive samples are presented during training.
maps we can already achieve a significant accuracy in predicate prediction, emphasizing on
the value of relational information stored within a depth map. As will be shown later, gaining
this improvement would not have been possible without cautious employment of the feature
extractor.
To get a better intuition of the improvements that using different types of information
bring, we plotted the top 10% absolute changes in prediction accuracy for each predicate
in Figure 5. The top plot shows the performance changes from Ours-ci to Ours-ci,vi, li j.
The lower plot shows the changes from Ours-ci,vi, li j to Ours-ci,vi, li j,di. When depth maps
are included, predicting some of the predicates such as across, sleep on and taller than
gains a large improvement while some of the predicates such as lying on, look and stand
behind either get worse or stayed the same. Specifically, we expected to have improved
accuracy in detecting relations such as stand behind, when using depth maps while we see no
improvements. To study the possible reasons for this failure, we examined the test images.
One of the test images containing the predicate stand behind is shown in Figure 3, on the
right. Here, the annotations indicate that (Person, stand behind, Person) while based on the
corresponding depth map, they are in the same depth. This effect might appear in many
instances within the dataset, leading to worse performances when dealing with such predicates.
It is important to note that humans describe a predicate from their point of view which is
not necessarily associated with the camera’s point of view. A simple way to overcome such
problems is by having a richer set of data. On the other hand, Figure 3 shows the relation
(tower, taller than, trees) on the left, which was correctly detected after including the depth
maps. In general, as shown in Figure 4, the accuracy of relations including the predicate of
taller than, has been improved. As sometimes the large distant objects might appear smaller
than the nearby smaller objects, understanding the relations with this predicate requires a
good understanding of perspective, provided by the depth maps. The imprecisions within the
generated depth map, e.g. sky and reflective objects such as glasses, are inevitable as there
are no ground truth depth maps available.
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Figure 4: This plot shows the top 10 percent absolute changes in prediction performance per
predicate, comparing Ours-ci to Ours-ci,vi, li j and Ours-ci,vi, li j to Ours-ci,vi, li j,di. The aim
is to understand the effect of using RGB and depth maps on detection rate of each predicate.
The bars are sorted according to the larger improvements. The darker shades within each
blue and red area indicate larger frequency of those predicates appearing in the test set. An
improvement in predicates with more frequency has a larger effect on the total accuracy
presented in Table 1.
Table 2: Comparing predicate prediction performance given different feature extractors.
When a model pre-trained on RGB images is employed for depth map feature extraction, the
accuracy drops to even less than RGB & Label setting with no depth maps (compare with
Table 1). Highest accuracy is achieved when the feature extractor is trained from scratch and
specifically for the relation detection task.
Task Zero-shot Phrase Det. Predicate Pred.
Metric R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50
Eitel - Raw 87.43 72.28 96.54 90.47
Eitel - Pre-trained 83.59 67.20 60.29 45.77
VGG16 - Pre-trained 82.74 66.44 71.17 48.93
Depth Feature Extraction In this experiment, we elaborate on the discussion presented
in Section 3.2 and evaluate the effect of feature extraction on predicate prediction accuracy.
Table 2 presents the results for this experiment. We compare the results when (1) The
Eitel [5] architecture is pre-trained for object detection using the RGB images of the 100
object categories (in VRD dataset) and then fine-tuned to depth maps of VRD for relation
detection (Eitel - Pre-trained). (2) The Eitel [5] architecture is trained from scratch using
depth maps of VRD for relation detection (Eitel - Raw). (3) A deeper network (VGG16 [19])
is pre-trained on a larger dataset (ImageNet [17]) and fine-tuned on depth maps of VRD for
relation detection (VGG16 - Pre-trained). Note that VRD dataset does not contain sufficient
data to also train the VGG16 from scratch in a comparable manner to ImageNet data.
Discussion: As the results show, a small network trained specifically on depth maps for
the relation detection task (Eitel - Raw) is superior to a network using weights pre-trained
on RGB images for object detection (Eitel - Pre-trained) even if the network is deeper and
pre-trained on a much larger corpus such as ImageNet (VGG16 - Pre-trained). In fact, when
we used pre-trained networks there was no improvement in performance at all.
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5 Conclusion
We identified 3D information as an important attribute for visual relation detection. Since
this information is typically not provided in visual data sets, we employed an RGB-to-Depth
network, which was pre-trained on a large corpus of data, to generate depth information. We
showed that for relation detection, one gets significant improvements by training a CNN
feature extractor for the depth images from scratch, rather than using a CNN optimized
for RGB data, as it is common practice. In empirical evaluations, we demonstrate that by
using depth information, one achieves significantly better performance compared to other
state-of-the-art methods.
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